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About the Dash-in Dungeons downloadable Demo card set:
This demonstration game of Dash-in Dungeons is provided free-of-charge for personal use only and is
not to be re-sold or retailed. This demo can be shared or posted on a website; but must remain free of
charge, complete, and cannot to be used to acquire any direct revenues.
The cards in this demo set have been modified slightly from the full game to allow you to play the
game with less cards than the full set, and thus it contains only a small subset of the full Dash-in
Dungeons game Basic set.
This demo allows you to play the introductory adventure “Ogre Hunt” with only 3 characters available
(ie with a maximum of 4 players – one of whom is the Dealer).
The full Dash-in Dungeons Basic set includes a choice of 5 character types, and a
variety of adventures.
This demo provides three Journeyman (1st level) characters for use in the short adventure; which
contains only one type of Trap and one type of Monster. The full Dash-in Dungeons Basic set includes
rules to allow characters to advance to Expert (3rd level) and provides challenging adventures for more
experienced characters with a variety of special skills, monsters, traps and treasures including magical
devices.
The Gold treasure provided in the “Ogre Hunt” adventure is representative of the rewards adventurers
gain when adventuring but, although the ‘Market Price List’ provided on Player Reference card 3
shows the cost of new equipment to purchase between adventures, the opportunity to buy new
equipment is beyond the scope of this demo game. Equipment cards have been omitted from the demo
to save cards.
The Dealer Reference and Player Reference cards in this demo provide a rules overview sufficient to
play the demo game, however, you should note that not all situations, tasks or options are covered. As
with most role-playing games, if a situation comes-up which is not covered by the rules, the Dealer
should feel free to invent their own ‘rules’ to adjudicate it.
In the full Dash-in Dungeons Basic set, the rules of the game are fully explained with several examples
illustrating various situations. Most common situations are covered, and information and ideas on
writing your own adventures is also included.
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